
 

RECORD OF PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

PROPOSED CTH P INTERCHANGE WITH IH 94 AMENDMENT TO 2007-2010  
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FOR SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This report presents the public comment received on the proposed amendment to the 2007-2010 
transportation improvement program (TIP) for Southeastern regarding the CTH P interchange with IH 94 
in Waukesha County. This project would convert the existing half interchange of CTH P with IH 94 to a 
full interchange (adding on- and off-ramps which would permit travel to and from the west on IH 94 to 
existing ramps which permit travel to and from the east.) The project is in the recently completed year 
2035 regional transportation plan, and has been in the regional transportation plan since the year 2010 
plan completed in 1994. The project is in the year 2007-2010 TIP and has been in the TIP since it was 
included in the 2005-2007 TIP in 2005. The TIP now includes the engineering and right-of-way 
acquisition elements of the project. The proposed amendment to the TIP would add the construction 
element of the project to the TIP in the years 2008 and 2009. 
 
The report presents in a series of appendices: 
 

• Written comments received from September 28, 2007, through October 29, 2007, including one 
letter received from officials of a unit of government, the City of Milwaukee (Appendix A). 

 
• Copies of the formal announcements of the comment period provided through paid notices 

appearing in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel on September 28, 2007, in El Conquistador on 
September 28, 2007, and in the Milwaukee Community Journal on October 3, 2007 (Appendix 
B).  

 
The following section provides a summary of the comments received during the formal public comment 
period of September 28, 2007, through October 29, 2007, and responses to each comment. 
 
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 
 
During the period of September 29, 2007, through October 29, 2007, a total of forty-eight comments were 
received regarding the proposed CTH P interchange with IH 94 amendment to the 2007-2010 
transportation improvement program for Southeastern Wisconsin. The comments were provided via letter, 
electronic mail or through the Commission website (www.sewrpc.org).  
 
Comments in Opposition to Proposed Amendment 
 
All forty-eight comments received expressed opposition to the proposed amendment. 
 
A number of comments were made regarding the priority and funding of projects within the TIP:  
 

• Thirty-four comments suggested that the funds intended for the proposed interchange project be 
spent instead on public transit projects, four comments suggested that the funds be spent on other 
highway projects, one comment suggested that the funds be spent on other projects, one comment 
suggested that the funds be spent on projects with higher priority, and one comment suggested 
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that the funds be spent on property tax relief. The following are specific comments relating to 
funding of public transit: 

 
ο Twenty-two comments suggested that the State not fund the proposed interchange project, as 

it is failing to fund regional public transit, 
 
ο Seventeen comments noted that that the regional transportation plan recommends the 

implementation of both public transit and highway improvement and expansion, 
 

ο Twenty-nine comments stated that while the funding for the proposed interchange project 
will be used for highway expansion, the Milwaukee and Waukesha County transit systems 
are proposing to cut routes and increase fares, 

 
ο One comment suggested that the TIP not be amended for highway expansion projects until 

such time that all transit projects within the TIP are fully funded, 
 

ο One comment suggested that the Commission and Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
(WisDOT) start supporting projects that support “smart growth” and transit options, and 

 
• One comment expressed concern that the funds for the proposed interchange project were 

appropriated without prior Legislative approval. 
 

Response: 
 

By law, the Commission is an advisory regional planning agency, and cannot ensure funding for, 
or implementation of, any element of the regional transportation plan. The public transit element 
of the regional transportation plan proposes substantial improvement and expansion of the 
existing transit system in the Region—approximately a doubling of service—including expansion 
of the area of the Region served by public transit, days and hours of transit service, frequency of 
transit service, and speed of transit service. While the regional transportation plan indicates that 
all elements of the plan are considered to be of equal priority, implementation of each element of 
the regional plan is dependent upon actions taken by State and local governments, as well as the 
Federal government. Specifically, the timing and degree of implementation of the public transit 
element of the plan is primarily dependent upon actions of the Legislature and Governor of the 
State of Wisconsin and local government elected officials, the latter being the current operators of 
public transit. The State Legislature and Governor establish the level of State funding of public 
transit, and also establish whether regional transit authorities and dedicated local funding of 
transit are permitted. Local government elected officials establish the level of local funding of 
public transit, and set the level of transit fares, and attendant improvement and expansion or 
reduction of transit service. Neither the WisDOT nor the Regional Planning Commission is 
enabled to transfer State highway project construction funds to fund transit operating or capital 
costs. The recent actions of Waukesha County to fund a portion of the proposed interchange 
project while increasing the bus fares for the routes that connects Milwaukee County residents to 
Waukesha County jobs are decisions made by the Waukesha County Board and County 
Executive. 
 
WisDOT intends to provide their funding for the CTH P interchange project through Southeastern 
Wisconsin Freeway Rehabilitation program funding. The State Legislature created this program 
which establishes a defined amount of funds that WisDOT is authorized to expend each year in 
southeastern Wisconsin on major freeway corridor projects—Marquette Interchange, IH 94 
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North-South freeway and the Zoo Interchange—and other freeway reconstruction, reconditioning, 
or rehabilitation projects. These funds may not be used outside of southeastern Wisconsin, or for 
public transit projects or surface arterial highway projects within southeastern Wisconsin.  
 

A number of comments pertained to public transit service to the Pabst Farm retail development and the 
Oconomowoc area. 
 

• Eight comments expressed concern that there is no public transit connection to the Oconomowoc 
area, especially from Milwaukee County,  

 
• Three comments suggested that the proposed interchange project not be advanced without a plan 

for mass transit for the planned development, 
 

Response: 
 

Waukesha County currently operates rapid transit bus service from northwest Waukesha County, 
including the Oconomowoc area, and downtown Milwaukee with a stop at the existing park-ride 
lot located at STH 67 and CTH DR, near the Pabst Farms Development. The regional 
transportation plan recommends a new park-ride lot and transit stop at Summit Avenue and Pabst 
Road and a feeder bus to circulate within the Pabst Farms development with stops at the two 
park-ride lots. The regional plan further recommends the expansion of this service to both 
weekdays and weekends, to service throughout the day and evening, to service for both traditional 
and reverse commutes, and to be provided at convenient and attractive service frequencies. 

 
Eleven comments questioned the need to amend the TIP and fund the proposed interchange project at this 
time, questioning whether the Pabst Farms retail development will occur. A number of comments 
suggested that the TIP be amended when the schedule for the proposed development has been determined. 
 

Response: 
 
The current TIP includes the engineering and right-of-way acquisition elements of the CTH P 
project. The proposed TIP amendment includes the construction of the project in the years 2008 
and 2009. The proposed TIP amendment will not require WisDOT to construct the project in 
2008 and 2009, but rather will permit WisDOT to initiate the construction in 2008, 2009, or 2010. 
WisDOT could also defer construction until after the year 2010. WisDOT has indicated that they 
will not proceed with construction until the Pabst Farms retail development is underway. 
Amending the TIP as proposed at this time permits WisDOT to proceed with this project upon 
initiation of the Pabst Farms retail development. 

 
Twenty-eight comments expressed opposition to the expenditure of public funds on projects which 
benefit private developers and one comment questioned the need for the project.  

 
Response: 

 
The conversion of the existing interchange of CTH P with IH 94 to a full interchange (adding on- 
and off-ramps which would permit travel to and from the west on IH 94 to the existing ramps 
which permit travel to and from the east) was recommended in the year 2035 regional 
transportation plan completed in 2006, and has been in the regional transportation plan since the 
year 2010 plan completed in 1994. The engineering and right-of-way acquisition elements of the 
project are in the year 2007-2010 TIP and have been in the TIP since they were included in the 
2005-2007 TIP in 2005. The regional plan recommends that WisDOT convert half interchanges 
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to full interchanges where spacing and other conditions permit; consider where there are adjacent 
pairs of half interchanges the combination of selected half interchanges into one full interchange; 
or retain existing half interchanges and improve connections between pairs of half interchanges, 
or adjacent half and full interchanges. This is recommended to improve the understandability of 
the freeway system. Half interchanges are confusing to motorists which exit the freeway, but 
desire then to re-enter the freeway in the same direction of their travel. 

 
A number of comments were made regarding the environmental impacts of the proposed interchange 
project and development:  
 

• Twenty-one comments expressed concerns that the proposed interchange project would result 
in increased traffic and transportation system related air pollutant emissions. 

 
• Twenty-two comments expressed objection to approval of the TIP amendment until studies 

are conducted that assess the environmental impacts of the planned interchange project. 
 

Response: 
 

As documented in the year 2035 regional transportation plan, ozone-related transportation system 
air pollutant emissions within southeastern Wisconsin have been significantly declining even with 
increasing traffic volumes, and most transportation system air pollutant emissions are projected to 
continue to decline in the future due to cleaner, more efficient vehicles. Projected reductions 
include reductions of about 80 percent for ozone-related emissions of volatile organic compounds 
and nitrogen oxides, 55 percent for fine particulates and carbon monoxide, and 70 percent for air 
toxic substances. The level of carbon dioxide is projected to increase by about 2 percent. These 
forecasts assume implementation of the year 2035 regional transportation plan, including all 
arterial street and highway improvements such as the conversion of the CTH P interchange to a 
full interchange.  
 
Compared to a transportation systems management, or TSM, plan alternative which included 
improvement and expansion of all other potential plan elements—public transit, bicycle, and 
pedestrian facilities, travel demand management, and transportation systems management—and 
no arterial street and highway expansion, the regional transportation plan, which also includes 
about 450 miles of new or widened arterial street and highway and the CTH P interchange 
conversion, may be expected—based upon application of travel simulation models—to result in a 
modest increase in total regional vehicle miles of under 1 percent over the next 30 years. 
 
WisDOT is required by Federal and State law to conduct for each transportation project some 
level of environmental investigation, including but not limited to assessing impacts on wetlands, 
floodlands, noise and air pollution, farmland, park lands, and wildlife. The level of environmental 
investigation is determined by the scope and size of the project. In 1995, WisDOT prepared an 
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the reconstruction of six interchanges along the IH 94 
freeway corridor from the Jefferson-Waukesha county line to CTH TT that included an 
evaluation of environmental impacts, documentation of attendant public involvement, an 
evaluation of historical and archeological sites, and analysis of traffic data. Based on the results 
of the EA and public comments received, it was determined that the reconstruction of the six 
interchanges would not significantly affect the environment and that an Environmental Impact 
Statement was not required. Consequently, a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) was 
approved for this project by the Federal Highway Administration. The FONSI was re-evaluated in 
2002, and another re-evaluation was prepared this year to include analysis of the impacts for the 
specific design of the CTH P interchange conversion.  
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Nine comments expressed a need to provide opportunities for public comment on the project, including 
for low-income and minority communities, and one comment expressed a concern that the Commission’s 
recently created Environmental Justice Task Force was not involved in the process of amending the TIP. 

 
Response: 

 
The Commission solicited public comment for this planned TIP amendment from September 28, 
2007, through October 29, 2007. Public comments could be provided via letter, electronic mail or 
through the Commission website (www.sewrpc.org). Public notices for the comment period were 
published in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Milwaukee Community Journal and El 
Conquistador where both an English and Spanish version of the public notice was published.  
 
In addition, the proposed conversion of the CTH P interchange from a half to a full interchange 
was part of the recently completed year 2035 regional transportation plan. Extensive public 
involvement and outreach including to minority and low-income populations was conducted as 
part of the plan preparation. Commission staff directly contacted via letter and telephone a 
comprehensive list of groups that represent low-income and minority communities to inform 
them of the review and update of the regional plans and to work with them to involve their 
respective communities. Commission staff met with many of these groups throughout the 
preparation of the plan. Also, paid advertisements, in English and Spanish, regarding the review 
and update of the regional land use and transportation system plans were placed in a number of 
publications, including those believed to have substantial circulation in low-income and minority 
communities. Additionally, the Commission held a series of public informational meetings 
including meetings on the near north side and near south side of the City of Milwaukee, and 
provided information in Spanish and Hmong on how to provide comment on the review of the 
regional transportation plan. Finally, the Commission translated brochures into Spanish for 
distribution at public meetings and on the Commission website (www.sewrpc.org).  
 
Also, the CTH P interchange with IH 94 project has been in the TIP since the 2005-2007 TIP in 
2005, and since that time, there have been several opportunities for public comment, including 
two public meetings held allowing public comment on this or any other project in the TIP. 

 
The Environmental Justice Task Force was recently created, and to date has only met twice. The 
Task Force has yet to be briefed on, and to discuss, the regional land use and transportation plans, 
and regional transportation improvement program. This would need to occur, along with 
discussion of State and local plan implementation responsibilities and legislation attendant to plan 
implementation, prior to any meaningful discussion of specific TIP amendments. 

 
One comment expressed concern that SEWRPC was identified by The Brookings Institution as being one 
of the most pro-suburban Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) in the country. 
 

Response: 
 

In 2006, the Brookings Institution reviewed the voting structure of MPO boards in 50 large 
metropolitan areas and analyzed the extent to which board members representing the central city 
and county portions of the metropolitan areas were under-represented on the basis of population 
size. They also analyzed the racial composition of MPO boards, and compared board racial 
composition to that of the metropolitan area. The composition of the Southeastern Wisconsin 
Regional Planning Commission is mandated by State law with appointments made by the 
Governor and the counties. The Commission consists of 21 members, three from each of the 
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seven member counties. At the present time, the 21 Commissioners, three, or 14 percent, are 
African-American and one, or 5 percent, is Hispanic. The racial composition of the Commission 
is very similar to that of the Region: 14 percent African-American, 6.5 percent Hispanic, 1 
percent American Indian, 2 percent Asian and Pacific Islander, and 4 percent other race. With 
respect to representation from Milwaukee County, Milwaukee County has three of 21, or 14 
percent, of Commissioners. Milwaukee County represents 49 percent of the total Region 
population. However, the Commission’s Advisory Committees which guide the Commission’s 
transportation planning and programming studies and plans are population-proportional. 
Milwaukee County-based representatives have 48 percent of local government representatives on 
the Commission’s Advisory Committee on Regional Transportation Planning. Milwaukee County 
also has 71 percent of local representatives on the Commission’s Advisory Committee on 
Transportation System Planning and Programming for the Milwaukee Urbanized Area. 
Milwaukee County represents about 72 percent of the total Milwaukee urbanized area population. 
As the MPO, the Commission has always accepted the recommendations of these two Advisory 
Committees. 

 
Thirty-four comments expressed opposition to the planned development located adjacent to the 
interchange, citing the development as “sprawl.” Impacts of the development which were noted included 
the attendant loss of farmland, the distance the proposed development is from existing urban centers, the 
attendant increase in impervious land and affect on replenishment of groundwater aquifers, the increased 
demand on groundwater supply, the potential competition between the retail element of the planned 
development and existing malls and commercial areas within the Region, and the lack of affordable 
housing in the planned development. 
 

Response: 
 

The Commission’s regional land use plan recommends that new urban development should occur 
in existing urban centers as infill and redevelopment and in defined urban growth areas adjoining 
these centers. The planned development is located within the Oconomowoc area planned urban 
center and is located within the adopted sanitary sewer service area of the City of Oconomowoc. 
It is recognized in the regional land use plan that some farmland may be lost immediately 
adjacent to existing urban centers. But, beyond development within urban centers as infill and 
redevelopment, further development of urban centers should occur immediately adjacent to those 
centers. The Pabst Farms development has been designed so that pre-development levels of 
stormwater infiltration and groundwater recharge are maintained. With respect to housing, the 
regional land use plan recommends that every neighborhood have a mix of housing sizes and 
densities, but under state law, that mix is a local decision. 

 
One comment suggested that the Commission should be working with local governments to reduce 
vehicle miles of travel and urban sprawl. 

 
Response: 
 

The Commission has long recommended in the regional land use plan that new urban 
development should occur in existing urban centers as infill and redevelopment and in defined 
urban growth areas adjoining these centers, and that areas located beyond planned urban areas 
should be retained in rural use. Particular emphasis is placed on stabilizing and revitalizing the 
central cities of Milwaukee, Racine, and Kenosha. This should not be taken to mean, however, 
that new development elsewhere in the Region is precluded. The regional transportation plan is a 
comprehensive, multi-modal, and balanced plan that recommends substantial improvement to, 
and doubling of, the existing transit system, development of the rapid and express transit systems, 
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and identifies corridors for commuter rail and bus guideway or light rail. The plan also 
recommends substantial improvement and expansion to the bicycle and pedestrian system that 
includes 575 miles of off-street bicycle paths between the Kenosha, Milwaukee, and Racine 
urbanized areas and the cities and villages within the Region with a population of 5,000 or more 
located outside these three urbanized areas, and that provision of accommodations for bicyclists 
should be considered on all surface arterial street and highways during the preliminary 
engineering for their resurfacing, reconstruction, and construction. The plan further recommends 
travel demand management measures intended to reduce personal and vehicular travel or to shift 
such travel to alternative times or routes, allowing for more efficient use of the existing capacity 
of the transportation system, and includes expansion of park-ride lots to promote carpooling and 
high-occupancy vehicle preferential treatment—including the provision of high-occupancy 
vehicle queue bypass lanes at metered freeway on-ramps, reserved bus lanes along congested 
surface arterial street and highways, transit priority signal systems, and preferential carpool and 
vanpool parking. The regional transportation plan further proposes personal vehicle pricing—
cash-out of employee parking and auto pricing—to allocate a larger percentage of the full costs of 
construction, maintenance, and operation of street and highway facilities and services directly on 
the users of the system, and potentially reduce vehicle trips and vehicle miles and increase the use 
of transit, ridesharing, walking, and bicycling. 

 
One comment suggested that the Oconomowoc area is already sufficiently served by freeway 
interchanges. 
 

Response: 
 

The regional transportation plan does not recommend a new interchange within the Oconomowoc 
area; however, it does recommend that the CTH P interchange with IH 94 be converted from a 
half interchange to a full interchange by adding an east-bound off-ramp and west-bound on-ramp 
to the existing east-bound on-ramp and west-bound off-ramp. 
 

One comment suggested that the rail corridor running through the Pabst Farms development be used for 
mass transit. 

 
Response: 

 
With respect to the current electric power transmission right-of-way through the Pabst Farm 
development, this right-of-way was formerly used as an electric interurban right-of-way until the 
early 1940’s, and extended from downtown Milwaukee, through the City of Waukesha, then 
through the Pabst Farm development, and continuing on to the Cities of Oconomowoc and 
Watertown. Although, this former interurban right-of-way continues to be used for electric power 
transmission purposes in Waukesha County, it is no longer practical to be used for a public transit 
alignment, since significant portions of the right-of-way have been sold, converted to other uses, 
or otherwise dramatically changed in character. The regional transportation plan does, however, 
identify a potential commuter rail line extending from downtown Milwaukee to the City of 
Oconomowoc. 
 

 
* * * 

PCE/KRY/CTH/RWH/rwh/mlh 
11/30/07 
#132179 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix A 
 

COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM SEPTEMBER 28, 2007 THROUGH OCTOBER 29, 2007, 
REGARDING A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT 

PROGRAM: 2007-2010, CONCERNING THE PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OF AN EAST-
BOUND OFF-RAMP AND A WEST-BOUND ON-RAMP AT THE IH 94-CTH P INTERCHANGE 

IN WAUKESHA COUNTY 



Richard Bergholz
Lynn Broaddus
Eddee Daniel
Sarah M. Dean
Kirstin Duffin
Lori Kerfus
Christa Marlowe
Denise L. Mueller
James R. Mueller
Rosemary Wehnes
Jessie Winecki
Susan Winecki

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Michael J. Garvin
Henry Hamilton III
Mary Lou Lamonda
Jay A. Larkey, MD
Charlie Koenen
Lois Malawsky
Catherine O’ Meara

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Appendix A-1

WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM PRIVATE CITIZENS AND ORGANIZATIONS
DURING THE COMMENT PERIOD SEPTEMBER 28, 2007 TO OCTOBER 29, 2007
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Appendix A-2

WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM LOCAL PUBLIC OFFICIALS
DURING THE COMMENT PERIOD SEPTEMBER 28, 2007 TO OCTOBER 29, 2007



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix  B 
 

COMMISSION ANNOUNCEMENTS OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD HELD FROM 
SEPTEMBER 28, 2007, THROUGH OCTOBER 29, 2007 

 
 
 

 
 



Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel
September 28, 2007

Milwaukee Community Journal
October 3, 2007

Appendix B

NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

B-1



Appendix B (continued)

El Conquistador
September 28, 2007

B-2
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